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The Blackstock Prayer;
A Praver for all Human Beinqs on Planet Earth

};.~.t V.~•.•R!~~:Y.~Let us all pray together.

};'§.t 1}.~•••P.f~:YJ. that our prayer will be acceptable to most human beings,

that it will eventually be adopted by the United Nations.

};..~.t... ».~...E.f..'!:Y., that our prayer will be translated into many languages,

that it will become a universal prayer, a prayer

for men, women and children, all around the world.

};.§~.~~.£f~Y,The power of prayer by billions of human beings will lead

to Optimum Peace On Earth and Good Will to all Human Beings realizing

that we must not be divided by race, colour, politics, religion,

nationalities, wealth or any other reason.

};.§~.~~.£f~Ythat all nations will realize that, at. this time in our

civilization, it is imperative that the United Nations be empowered

with the support of all nations in order to develop the leadership, co~

ordination and enforcement capabilities for the massive but necessary

undertaking as suggested in the addendum to this prayer.

Finally, ~!';!;._.V.~._.E.f.'!.Y. that by united common objectives our leaders

will provide the team work to permit a good and sustainable quality of

life for everyone.

Addendum To (Blackstock) Prayer

Team work of all national leaders to support and empower the United

Nations Association to have

-Co-ordination of all space programs for peaceful purposes;

Zero Tolerance for all weapons of mass destruction for all nations;

- Qh~~ multi-national armies, with Security Council authorization

required to invade any national boundary to achieve peace, to prevent

genocide, to minimize poverty, to assist in cases of serious national

disasters, or to inspect for, and apprehend terrorists, miss-guided

freedom fighters, inspecting for and enforcing the destruction of all

weapons of mass destruction;

Co-ordination and control of an International Criminal Court;

Co-operative co-ordination of scientific studies concerning the limits
of growth, environmental studies and recommendations for sustainable

life for human beings on planet earth;

-True World Democracy with no nation having Veto power.


